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Empire was at war with France.    The Polish war marks
a   stage   in  the   transition   already   alluded
,-rr,        ,	r    \      J  '	r	Prussia tend-
to.    The demeanour of Austria was forcing ing to inde-
Frederick William to break loose from his old Pendence-
habit of considering every question from the point of
view of a prince of the Empire.    More and more he
came to look upon Prussia as an independent power,
though he was never able to ]Dring himself to any definite
act of self-assertion.
The war ended in the utter discomfiture of the
Emperor, who had to surrender Naples and Sicily to
Don Carlos (the second son of the King of End of the
Spain), and a portion of Lombardy to Sar- war, 1735.
dinia. Augustus remained King of Poland, and Stanislaus,
whose rights were quietly passed over, though he was per-
mitted to retain the empty title of royalty, was compen-
sated by receiving for life the duchies of Lorraine and Bar.
After his death they were to pass to France. The Duke
of Lorraine, on whom the Emperor intended to confer
the hand of Maria Theresa, obtained the reversion of
Tuscany in compensation for the loss of his hereditary
dominions, the Grandduke of Tuscany, the last of the
Medici, being at the point of death and without heirs.
Parma and Piacenza reverted to the Emperor. Finally,
France agreed to guarantee the Pragmatic Sanction.
As Frederick William's life drew to a close he ex-
perienced more and more the ill-will of the Austrian
Court. Satisfied at last that it was not, and
.	.     ,    ,	.	,	Last years of
perhaps  never had   been,  in  earnest  about Frederick
Juliers and Berg, he had the mortification of wmiain-
feeling that the devotion of a lifetime had been thrown
away.    One consolation alone remained to him.    Point-
ing to his son, with whom he was now completely re-
conciled, he said with pride and sorrow, c There stands
one who will avenge me.J

